In public comments on the European reforms, the drug industry raised objections to the release of clinical study reports. Although companies have no trade-secrecy right to hide safety data on medicines, they make a reasonable point regarding the danger of substantial competitive harm from full transparency. Governments offer non–patent-based incentives for special categories of drugs, such as orphan drugs and biologics. These incentives have frequently rested on data exclusivity, prohibiting other companies from using data for regulatory approval purposes. To the extent that transparency disrupts data-exclusivity incentives and the timing of generic entry, both domestically and internationally, the law will need to be adjusted in order to restore the competitive position of the companies. The alternative is to delay data releases until many years after a drug is approved, but neither the progress of science nor public safety should wait for full transparency. The companies will also retain the full force of patent law to block premature generic entry. If this issue is resolved, the onus will be on the industry to articulate why clinical study reports should not be immediately released when a drug is approved.

After decades of criticism about bias in the clinical trial enterprise, new norms are being established that promote transparency. Additional transparency is particularly welcome in the United States, since the Supreme Court has increasingly constrained the FDA’s ability to regulate off-label marketing activities. In the deregulatory environment fostered by First Amendment challenges, clinical trial transparency is perhaps the best remaining option for informing physicians and protecting patients.
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In 2005, after years of persistently high maternal mortality rates, India implemented Janani Suraksha Yojana (JSY), a conditional cash-transfer program in which women were paid to deliver their babies in health care institutions. The program’s effect was as profound as it was disappointing: although the rates of institutional deliveries soared, there was no detectable effect on the country’s maternal mortality rate.1

This paradox — a substantial increase in access to health care services with little improvement in patient outcomes — holds a critical lesson. Universal health coverage has been proposed as a potential umbrella goal for health in the next round of global development priorities.2 The reasons for focusing on such a goal are compelling: for much of the world’s population, access to health care is severely limited and often financially out of reach. Policymakers have responded by developing creative financing plans, workforce training efforts, and other programs that enhance a country’s capacity to provide health care services while ensuring financial protection for its citizens. Though these efforts are necessary, lessons from recent interventions that focus primarily on enhancing access — such as JSY in India — remind us that augmenting access will not be enough. In order to improve the health of the world’s population, we need to simultaneously ensure that the care provided is of sufficiently high quality, an issue that has garnered far less concrete attention.

Although there is no single definition of high-quality care, the Institute of Medicine describes it as having six key features: it is safe, effective, patient-centered, efficient, timely, and equitable. All these features are important, but there is recent evidence of particularly substantial deficiencies in the first three (see table).
Safety is a critical concern. Recent evidence from research supported by the World Health Organization (WHO) suggests that adverse events — iatrogenic injuries — are most likely a major cause of disability and death throughout the world, especially among people living in low- and middle-income countries. This analysis estimated that just seven types of in-hospital adverse events result in 43 million injuries each year, and these injuries probably represent 1 of the top 20 causes of disability and death globally.

Even when care does not result in harm, it is far too often ineffective. In a study involving standardized patients in India, for example, nearly 7 in 10 medical providers failed to ascertain the basic pertinent history for common ailments such as angina, asthma, and childhood diarrhea and incorrectly diagnosed a large majority of cases. Consequently, their treatment advice was usually inappropriate, and for some conditions it was more often harmful than helpful (e.g., recommending anticholinergic medications for children with viral diarrhea). Such findings suggest that ineffective care is both common and dangerous. Simply expanding access to the current level of care without a concomitant effort to improve effectiveness is unlikely to improve health.

In addition, a puzzling issue confronting many policymakers is why, when formal public health care delivery systems are available (and often free), patients pay out of pocket to seek care from private providers. A recent review of studies from low- and middle-income countries suggests that private providers may be more responsive and patient-centered than public providers, although there was much room for improvement in both groups. Despite broad consensus that patient-centered care is important, patients’ actual experience often falls far short of the ideal. When people are not treated with basic dignity and respect by providers, they are likely to avoid future interactions with those providers. Thus, even if care is safe, effective, and widely available, it is of little use if patients choose not to use it.

These deficiencies suggest that in order for improved access to translate into better health, we need to ensure that care is safe, effective, and patient-centered. How can we do that? We would argue that, at its core, the agenda for quality could focus on systematic measurement of performance, and the resulting data could be fed back to both providers and policymakers. Without a basic understanding of the current level of quality of care, it will be difficult to improve. Policymakers might consider additional strategies beyond measurement, such as promoting transparency (e.g., through public reporting), financially incentivizing high-quality care, and investing in health information and communications technologies. Although each of these strategies holds promise, focusing on robust and timely
collection of data on meaningful quality metrics is foundational.

As policymakers attempt to operationalize the agenda for high-quality care, they are likely to encounter at least three sets of challenges. First, until recently, we had few validated metrics with which to assess the quality of health care. Fortunately, over the past decade, we have begun to make important strides in developing validated structure, process, and outcome measures in each quality domain. Though much more work remains, health care leaders are increasingly using metrics, such as those developed by the Health Care Quality Indicators project of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development and the WHO Performance Assessment Tool for Quality Improvement in Hospitals, to assess and improve their care. As policymakers and providers prioritize quality, they could develop new metrics. Such new measures will be especially important for ambulatory and community-based care, where current measures are not as robust as those available for the hospital arena.

Second, even if equipped with useful metrics, policymakers in low- and middle-income countries may confront a dearth of data sources for evaluating quality. In high-income countries, some of the data used for measuring quality is generated from billing or claims forms, but in poorer countries, care is more often paid for out of pocket. Nevertheless, many low- and middle-income countries have health management information systems for monitoring vertical programs (e.g., those focused on HIV–AIDS or tuberculosis), and policymakers could leverage those systems — as Rwanda has done — for collecting data on a broader set of clinical conditions. Furthermore, new technologies, especially mobile technology and related e-health innovations, have the potential to capture useful data on quality, such as rates of hospital-acquired infections, rates of correct treatments, and elements of patients’ experiences. A strong focus on quality measurement by policymakers, nongovernmental organizations, and funders would further spur innovation in this area.

Finally, prioritizing quality would require tackling one of the biggest challenges of all: resistance to change. Quality improvement requires that providers and policymakers identify their own weaknesses and address them directly. Few health care organizations are used to engaging in this kind of self-assessment, and most are generally not rewarded for acknowledging deficiencies. Indeed, in countries that rely heavily on international donors for support of health care services, donors have primarily focused on metrics of access (e.g., the number of pills dispensed), not on metrics of improvement (e.g., numbers of errors averted). In such countries, funders can play a key role: by supporting robust quality assessments and rewarding improvement, they can align incentives to encourage providers to pay sufficient attention to quality and strive to provide care that improves health outcomes.

We believe we are at a critical inflection point for global health. With recent progress toward combating individual killers such as HIV–AIDS, tuberculosis, polio, and malaria, policymakers have increasingly realized that the next set of battles will be won through strong health care systems. Whether the task being set is to reduce maternal mortality, save trauma victims, or manage complex noncommunicable diseases, the world will require care that is safe, effective, and responsive to patients. Investing in programs to improve access to health care services is critically important — but will not be enough to improve the health of the world’s population. We need to prioritize both access and quality, because doing more isn’t better. Doing better is better.
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